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Introduction to a Multi-site Model for Church Planting 

 
by Andrew Sampson (June 2014, 2nd edn.) 

 

 

Our convictions 
 
We are part of a missional church movement. 
 
This means we’re convinced that: 
 

 The primary means by which God advances his mission on the earth is through local churches. 
 Church planting is essential for gospel advance. 
 There are two main models of church planting, both of which are necessary today: sometimes 

churches are planted by apostles; sometimes churches are planted by local churches. 
 Every local church should be a reproducing church. Our commission to ‘go and make disciples’ 

(Mt 28:19) means we should be continually asking, ‘Where do we go next?’ 
 
 

My aims 
 
This paper is intended as a general introduction to the concept of multi-site church or ‘one church in 
more than one location’. Rather than offering an extensive evaluation of the multi-site approach, my 
primary aim is to explain how it can be employed as part of a strategy for planting new churches. 
 
My second aim is to explain how the strategy of church planting via multi-site could be usefully 
employed in the rural context of Cornwall. Please note that I am not holding up any one strategy as the 
only effective approach to church planting or as a template that we’re committed to following for all 
the church plants that come out of, or are supported by, Grace Church. 
 
 

Sustaining growth 
 
Essentially, there are four different options for a church if it is to see sustained growth: 
 

 Relocate to or build a larger venue; 
 Run multiple services in the current venue; 
 Plant a new congregation; 
 Become a multi-site church. 

 
Note that none of these strategies grow a church; they simply keep a church growing. It is members of 
the church fulfilling the great commission which drives church growth, not a growth strategy. Each of 
these strategies simply serves to keep a church from capping the growth it’s experiencing.1 
 
 

Introducing multi-site 
 
A multi-site church is one church in multiple locations with each site (or ‘campus’) sharing a common 
identity. This common identity is sustained by what Dave Ferguson calls ‘the four 1s’: 
 

 One vision: each site is pursuing the same vision; 

                                                           
1 The Multi-Site Church Revolution: Being One Church in Many Locations by Geoff Surratt, Greg Ligon & Warren 
Bird (Zondervan, 2006), pp. 22-23 
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 One big idea: each site is being taught the same big idea; 
 One budget: there is one church budget for the various sites; 
 One eldership: the eldership team oversees the church in multiple sites.2 

 
The multi-site church model has become increasingly popular in recent years, especially in the US3, but 
there is also a growing trend towards multi-site in the UK. The approach has been successfully 
adopted by several churches in the Newfrontiers family (e.g. Church of Christ the King, Brighton; 
King’s Church, Catford; King’s Church, Eastbourne; Gateway Church, Poole). 
 
 

Strengths of the multi-site approach 
 
Dave Ferguson explains that the multi-site approach enables a church to grow larger and smaller 
simultaneously, ‘blending the strength that size offers with the comfort and convenience of smaller, 
closer venues.’ This is an example of what Jim Collins calls ‘the genius of the AND’, which is ‘allows you 
to pursue both A and B simultaneously.’4 
 
Dave Ferguson lists eight ways in which the multi-site model illustrates ‘the genius of the AND’: 
 

 Grow large and grow smaller; 
 Brand-new and trusted brand; 
 Staff with generalists and specialists; 
 Less cost and greater impact; 
 New-church vibe and big-church punch; 
 Move there and stay here; 
 More need and more support; 
 More outreach and more maturity.5 

 
In their important book on the multi-site movement, Geoff Surratt, Greg Ligon and Warren Bird list 
twelve benefits of the approach: 
 

 Brings together the best aspects of larger churches and smaller churches; 
 Increases the total number of available seats during optimal worship times; 
 Overcomes geographic barriers when a church wants to reach a new locality, culture or 

demographic; 
 Enables untapped talent to emerge each time a new venue or site is opened; 
 Mobilises volunteers through an added variety of ministry opportunities; 
 Increases options of location and sometimes of worship style too; 
 Assists in reaching friends and family unwilling to travel a great distance to church; 
 Accelerates the climate for diversity, creativity and innovation in ministry; 
 Improves a church’s stewardship of funds and resources; 
 Enables a church to extend itself into niches (the authors cite a cancer ward or an office 

complex); 
 Helps a congregation see evidences of how it’s part of a larger kingdom mission; 
 Models and trains people for church planting elsewhere; 
 Provides a pipeline for the development of emerging leaders and future staff.6 

                                                           
2 The Seven Most Important Questions When Going Multisite by Dave Ferguson, 
http://enrichmentjournal.ag.org/200904/200904_076_multi_mod_plant.cfm [accessed 5 June 2014]. 
3
 Multisite is Multiplying by Warren Bird and Kristin Walters, http://pastoralized.com/wp-

content/uploads/2013/01/LN_multi-site_report-1.pdf [accessed 5 June 2014] 
4 The Multi-Site Church by Dave Ferguson, http://www.christianitytoday.com/le/2003/spring/21.81.html 
[accessed 5 June 2014]. 
5 The Multi-Site Church Revolution, p. 47 
6 The Multi-Site Church Revolution, pp. 88-89 

http://enrichmentjournal.ag.org/200904/200904_076_multi_mod_plant.cfm
http://pastoralized.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/01/LN_multi-site_report-1.pdf
http://pastoralized.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/01/LN_multi-site_report-1.pdf
http://www.christianitytoday.com/le/2003/spring/21.81.html
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Comparing multi-site with the other strategies to serve growth 
 
i) Larger venue 
 
When, in September 2013, Grace Church moved to a larger venue, the decision was not taken lightly. 
The move happened when the elders came to the conclusion that if Grace Church is going to function 
as a sending and resourcing base for church planting in the county, then it’s necessary for us to build a 
substantially sized church with a high public profile. This remains a priority for us in Truro. 
 
However, it is not our sole focus. The missional effectiveness of a church is often best served by 
moving in two directions simultaneously, namely building/strengthening the resource base and 
extending our reach into a new locality. At Grace Church we have long carried the conviction that God 
is calling us to do both. 
 
It’s worth reflecting on our theology of mission. Biblically, all mission is incarnational in character. The 
apostle Paul gave considerably attention to the question of how he could most effectively contextualise 
his message and his missional strategy in each new context. Our salvation is only possible because 
Jesus himself – the missioner par excellence – left the glory of heaven to become one with humanity. 
John records that ‘the Word became flesh and blood and moved into the neighbourhood’ (Jn 1:14, The 
Message). How do we extend the reach of Grace Church into new neighbourhoods? There are benefits 
in gathering people to a large venue in a central location, to be sure, but it’s also vital that we take the 
church to where people are.  
 
Matt Hosier contrasts the ‘cathedral’ model of building church (where people gather to a central 
location from a wide area) with the ‘parish church’ model (where people walk to the end of their street 
and congregate with others there). He remarks that ‘most people like a parish. That’s where they’re 
most likely to respond.’7 This is supported by research carried out in the famous Willow Creek 
Community Church in Chicago. Willow Creek has long put an emphasis on personal evangelism. When 
the church leadership asked the question, ‘Are people far from God getting saved at our church?’, Bill 
Hybels made the following discovery:  
 

People who live beyond the thirty-minute mark rarely invited nonchurched people as their guests and had 
a much lower frequency rate for midweek participation. They had a lower volunteerism rate and a lower 
small group involvement.8 

 
This discovery became the primary incentive behind their decision to develop regional campuses. 
 
 

ii) Multiple services 
 
Adding services is certainly a low-cost solution to managing growth. Many churches have started 
offering multiple services on a Sunday to good effect. As Mark Driscoll said at the Newfrontiers 
Brighton Leaders’ Conference a few years ago: ‘More services means more choice, and more choice 
means more people who do the choosing.’  
 
However, the costs of offering multiple services are significant. Geoff Surratt and his co-authors 
remark that: 
 

Most churches have found … that only a limited number of services can be added without burning out 
their lead teachers and staff. The law of diminishing returns also comes into play since the new services 
are added away from the Sunday morning ‘prime time’ for new attendees. Churches experiencing rapid 
growth often run out of practical new service times and energy at about the same time.9 

                                                           
7 A Multi-Site Church? Talk delivered by Matt Hosier to the Newfrontiers leaders in Guy Miller’s apostolic sphere, 
19 January 2012. 
8 The Multi-Site Church Revolution, p. 34 
9 The Multi-Site Church Revolution, p. 98 
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Someone may argue that planting a new congregation (either as a new ‘site’ or a church plant) is also 
likely to result in burnout. However, the risks of going multi-site are arguably less than the risks of 
offering multiple services. This is because volunteerism is typically greater for multi-site compared to 
multiple services. Why should this be? Because people feel a greater degree of ownership over what’s 
happening ‘on their patch’ then they do over a meeting that’s happening some distance away. 
 
 

iii) Church plant 
 
We believe that God has called Grace Church to impact not just our immediate locality, but the entire 
county, as we establish ourselves as a sending and resourcing base for church planting. While church 
planting is in our DNA, we do not yet have a leader (or leaders) with the call, vision and capability to 
build and lead a church planting team. Until we have identified such a person/team, we are not ready 
to launch a church plant. 
 
However, multi-site can offer a realistic way of moving towards a church plant. The goal of a second (or 
satellite) congregation is not just to add a new location; it is to develop new leaders. The multi-site 
model gives emerging leaders the time and opportunity to build relationships, grow in their gifting, 
think about mission strategies and build team before they are released to lead a stand-alone church.  
 
Here’s how this model might work for us: 
 

 We begin by planting a community group of Grace Church in a new location. We look to gather 
people to that community group, raise new leaders from within the group and see it multiply. 
 

 In time, members of those community groups begin to get together for worship in a public 
venue. Grace Church now has more visible presence in a second location, although the 
members of these community groups continue to serve our main Sunday morning meetings in 
Truro. The Grace Church elders continue to work closely with the community group leaders to 
develop leaders within the groups. 

 
 At a time that seems appropriate to the Grace Church leadership team, a leader (or leaders) is 

‘set in’ as the ‘campus pastor’ for a second site. Members of this congregation may or may not 
continue to attend Sunday morning gatherings in Truro. Grace Church is now a multi-site 
church. 

 
 A leadership team emerges within this congregation. At some point, elders are set in and the 

second congregation becomes a church in its own right, with its own distinctive vision, culture, 
style and name. 

 
In summary, the process would look something like this: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Limitations and challenges 
 
Sometimes, multi-site advocates can give the impression that they regard multi-site as some kind of 
panacea. Of course, this isn’t the case. In his post entitled, I Still Have Some Concerns About Multisite 
Church (And I Lead One), Andrew Wilson sets out a number of shortfalls with the approach (although it 
must be said, that most of Wilson’s concerns are not as pressing when multi-site is embraced as part of 
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a wider strategy for planting a church).10 I still remember Matt Hosier raising a laugh at a gathering of 
Newfrontiers leaders in January 2012, when he began a talk on multi-site by saying, ‘If you’re thinking 
of doing multi-site – Don’t’.11 Hosier has since led Gateway Church, Poole, into becoming a multi-site 
church, but remains cautious about proclaiming the benefits of the multi-site approach.12 
 
Even the most enthusiastic proponents of multi-site point out that the decision to transition to a new 
way of being church needs to be considered extremely carefully. Geoff Surratt and his co-authors point 
out that particular attention needs to be given to three main factors: 
 

 Strong infrastructure: Multi-site adds new layers of complexity to communication through the 
church body. To be a success, any multi-site church requires the development of centralised 
resources and staffing that are high quality, efficient and effective.  

 
 Leadership: Strong leadership is fundamental to the eventual success or failure of a new 

congregation. The most important leader is the person designated the ‘campus pastor’ – a face 
with the place – who personalises the church. Geoff Surratt and his co-authors explain that ‘we 
look for a high-energy individual who is a recognised leader, a team builder, a developer of 
other leaders and has a passion for the community he is going into. Every time we find that 
kind of leader, the new campus succeeds.’13  

 
 Cost: Moving to a new model of being church requires money. It comes as no surprise that 

underfunding is one of the main reasons for the failure of a new site. However, moving to a 
multi-site model can be a more efficient use of money than moving to a larger facility. As Dave 
Ferguson notes, ‘within a certain geographical proximity, multi-site allows you to reach more 
people for the same amount of money, or reach more people for less money’.14 In his view, 
multi-site represents good stewardship rather than extravagance. Multi-site typically requires 
less investment of resources than starting a church plant, offering ‘a means by which you can 
draw on the resources of a battalion while operating in a company.’15 

 
 

Grace Church and planting a church via multi-site 
 
To repeat, some of the limitations of multi-site are offset when a church uses the approach to 
transition into planting an autonomous, elder-led church. Multi-site offers a realistic way of moving 
towards a church plant when the opportunity to reach a new locality presents itself, but the sending 
church is not yet able to identify the right person to lead a church plant. It provides a means of 
responding to the missional thrust of the Holy Spirit and creating a fertile environment for raising 
leaders rapidly. 
 
Is Grace Church ready to embrace a multi-site approach to establishing a church plant? Is our base in 
Truro sufficiently large and resource-rich? 
 
Size matters when it comes to planting other congregations, but often not in the way that people often 
think. It’s tempting to think that as a church grows in size, it becomes easier to plant because the 
parent church is rich in resources. However, the opposite is often the case. Church planting expert Ed 
Stetzer observes that ‘churches that are 200 or less in attendance are four times more likely to plant a 

                                                           
10 http://thinktheology.co.uk/blog/article/some-concerns-about-multisite See, also, Tim Jones’ response at 
http://thinktheology.co.uk/blog/article/concerns-about-multisite-a-response [accessed 5 June 2014] 
11

 A Multi-Site Church? 
12

 Questions about Multisite, http://thinktheology.co.uk/blog/article/questions-about-multisite [accessed 5 June 
2014] 
13 The Multi-Site Revolution, p. 112 
14 The Multi-Site Church 
15 A Multi-Site Church? by Matt Hosier 

http://thinktheology.co.uk/blog/article/some-concerns-about-multisite
http://thinktheology.co.uk/blog/article/concerns-about-multisite-a-response
http://thinktheology.co.uk/blog/article/questions-about-multisite
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church than churches of 1,000 or more in attendance while churches between 200–500 in attendance 
are twice as likely to plant a church than their larger counterparts.’16 
 
Why should this be? When a church focuses exclusively on ‘building the base’, it often gets into a 
particular model of doing church and a particular mentality that it makes it harder to plant. It is 
perfectly possible for ‘smaller’ churches to go multi-site. This is because, in Dave Ferguson’s words, 
‘multi-site is about mission, not size’. He concludes, ‘If smaller churches have the right ethos and a 
missional DNA, they will be able to reproduce.’17 
 
However, it is important to remember that, while the focus of this paper is on the merits – and some of 
the limitations – of the multi-site approach, becoming a multi-site church is still some way down the 
line for us at Grace Church. What we’re looking to do in the first instance is to continue to establish 
community groups that are rich with multiplication potential. Then we commit our ways to God, 
trusting in his grace and submitting to the Spirit’s leading. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

                                                           
16 Who Starts New Churches? (Leadership Network). Quoted in The Multi-Site Church by Dave Ferguson  
17 The Multi-Site Church 


